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The definition of the spatial variability of the ground motion (SVGM) is a complex and 
multi-parametric problem. Its effect on the seismic response of cable-stayed bridges 
is important, yet not entirely understood to date. This work examines the effect of the 
SVGM on the seismic response of cable-stayed bridges by means of the time delay of 
the ground motion at different supports and of the loss of coherency of the seismic 
waves. The focus herein is the effect of the SVGM on cable-stayed bridges with various 
configurations i n t erms o f t heir l ength and o f design parameters such as t he pylon 
shape and the pylon–cable system configuration, c ombined w ith t he i nfluence of 
the incidence angle of the earthquakes. The aim of this paper is to provide general 
conclusions that are applicable to a wide range of cable-stayed bridges, instead of 
attempting to interpret the effect SVGM on a case-by-case basis, and to contribute to 
the ongoing effort to interpret and predict the effect of the SVGM. It has been found 
that the effect of the SVGM on the seismic response of cable-stayed bridges varies 
depending on the pylon shape, height and section dimensions, on the cable-system 
configuration and on the response quantity of interest. Furthermore, the earthquake 
incidence angle defines whether t he S VGM i s important t o t he seismic r esponse of 
the cable-stayed bridges. It is also observed that the SVGM excites vibration modes 
of the bridges that do not contribute to their seismic response when identical support 
motion is considered.
Keywords
spatial variability, cable-stayed bridges, pylon, incidence angle, incoherence effect, 
wave passage effect, higher-order modes
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Introduction5
Cable-stayed bridges are landmark structures that constitute key parts of transportation6
networks and are capable of spanning long distances that seemed impossible in the7
past. These structures are more flexible and light-weight than other bridge types with8
long vibration periods (Abdel-Ghaffar 1991; Abdel-Ghaffar and Khalifa 1991; Chen and9
Duan 2014), which means that they are subjected to lower spectral accelerations and10
lower seismic forces than stiffer bridge types. However, they also present lower damping11
values (less than the 5% of the critical damping that is commonly adopted) than other12
types of structures and hence, they are susceptible to dynamic loads such as wind and13
seismic loads (Kawashima et al. 1993). Furthermore, their extended length (which can14
reach several hundreds of meters in main span) suggests that their abutments and pylons15
are subjected to different ground motions because of the propagation of the earthquake16
with finite velocity, of the loss of coherency of the ground motion that reaches different17
supports and of the variable ground conditions that may be met among the abutments18
and the pylons; in other words the spatial variability of the ground motion (SVGM) is19
important.20
The SVGM has been the topic of interest in the seismic response of bridges and21
long-span structures since the first dense instrument arrays were installed and started22
recording. Arrays such as the linear El Centro Differential Array which recorded the23
1979 Imperial Valley, California earthquake (Spudich and Cranswick 1984), the two-24
dimensional Strong Motion Array in Lotung, Taiwan (SMART-1) (Bolt et al. 1982) and25
the three-dimensional Large Scale Seismic Test (LSST) also in Lotung (Abrahamson26
et al. 1991a,b) have provided engineers and seismologists with invaluable information27
on the SVGM.28
The SVGM can result in the differential movement of the supports of structures that29
are extended in length. Eurocode 8; Part 2 defines the SVGM in bridges as a ‘situation30
in which the ground motion at different supports of the bridge differs and, hence,31
the seismic action cannot be based on the characterisation of the motion at a single32
point’. According to Abdel-Ghaffar (1991), the multi-support excitation begins when the33
structure is long with respect to the wavelengths of the input motion in the frequency34
range of importance to its earthquake response and consequently, different supports may35
be subjected to different excitations.36
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In the case of cable-stayed bridges the SVGM results from the combination of three37
components (Der Kiureghian and Neuenhofer 1992; Der Kiureghian 1996); the wave38
passage effect which refers to the difference in the arrival times of the ground motion to39
different supports of the bridge (i.e. abutments, piers and pylons); the incoherence effect40
which refers to the loss of coherency of the ground motion due to consequent reflections41
and refractions of the seismic waves in heterogeneous soil media as they travel from the42
source to the bridge; and the site response effect which reflects the modification of the43
amplitudes and the frequency contents of the ground motions at the different supports of44
the bridge due to changes in the local site conditions in the vicinity of the foundations.45
The effect of the SVGM on the structural response depends on a number of factors46
including the amplitude of the seismic motion, the incidence angle of the seismic waves47
relatively to the axis of the structure, the geometric characteristics of the structure and48
the stiffness of the surrounding soil. This effect has been examined in different types49
of multiply-supported and long structures (Hindy and Novak 1980; Abdel-Ghaffar and50
Rubin 1983; Lee and Penzien 1983; Luco and Wong 1986; Hao et al. 1989; Zerva 1990;51
Abdel-Ghaffar and Nazmy 1991; Zerva 1991; Hao 1997; Shinozuka et al. 2000; Soyluk52
and Dumanoglu 2000; Tzanetos et al. 2000; Chen and Harichandran 2001; Allam and53
Datta 2004; Sextos et al. 2004; Soyluk and Dumanoglu 2004; Sextos and Kappos 2009;54
Bi et al. 2010; Sextos et al. 2014; Papadopoulos et al. 2017; Efthymiou 2019; Efthymiou55
and Camara 2021, among others) and it has been found that the SVGM induces differential56
movements among the supports of such structures which modify their seismic response57
(Hao et al. 1989). The multi-support excitation results in the decrease of the inertia-58
generated forces in a structure when compared to the forces resulting from the identical59
motion of the supports, and at the same time it generates pseudo-static forces that are not60
present when identical support motion is considered (Priestley et al. 1996).61
The wave propagation velocity can influence significantly the effect of the SVGM on62
the response of a long structure. Typically lower values of the propagation velocity tend to63
increase the structural response by increasing the pseudo-static forces induced under the64
















Zerva 1991; Soyluk and Dumanoglu 2000; Wang et al. 2003; Soyluk and Dumanoglu 
2004; Bi et al. 2010). On the other hand, with increasing values of the wave propagation 
velocity the pseudo-static forces are reduced; and in the limit of an infinite value of the 
velocity of propagation the problem is reduced to the synchronous motion for which 
the pseudo-static effects are eliminated and the response is completely represented by 
the dynamic component (Soyluk and Dumanoglu 2000). Zerva (1991) investigated the 
impact of the incoherence and the wave passage effects on the response of multiply-
supported structures by analysing two- and three-span continuous symmetric beams. The 
author concluded that the incoherence effect is more important than the wave passage 
effect, which can be neglected in cases where the seismic waves are highly incoherent. 
Shinozuka et al. (2000) verified t hat t he i ncoherence e ffect i s u sually m ore important 
than the wave passage effect in typical highway bridges, but for longer spans, as the case 
of cable-stayed bridges, the time delay of the seismic motion at different supports may 
become critical. The flexibility of the foundation can also affect the impact of the seismic 
waves on the structure. The SVGM is closely linked with the interaction of the foundation
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with the surrounding soil and the structure, most commonly referred to as soil–structure81
interaction or SSI (Lou and Zerva 2004; Sextos et al. 2004; Burdette et al. 2006).82
The SVGM is more important on stiff structures and, typically, it does not significantly83
affect the response of longer and more flexible structures (Abdel-Ghaffar and Nazmy84
1991; Nazmy and Abdel-Ghaffar 1992). The pseudo-static component of the structural85
response is responsible for the increased influence of the SVGM on stiff structures86
(Priestley et al. 1996; Zerva 2009), as opposed to flexible structures in which the total87
response is dominated by the dynamic component (Bi et al. 2010). This statement can88
be extended in the sense that the stiffer components of a structure such as a cable-stayed89
bridge that is composed of elements with very different flexibilities, are more vulnerable90
to the multi-support excitation.91
Finally, the combination of the incidence angle with the SVGM has started to gain92
attention, with limited studies stating that the maximum value of the response quantity93
under consideration may not occur when the direction of propagation coincides with94
the principal axes of the bridge. Specifically, Allam and Datta (2004) and more recently95
Khan (2012) examined a 335-m span cable-stayed bridge with different orientations with96
respect to the propagation of the earthquake and subjected to ground motions whose97
rate of correlation depended on the incidence angle of the earthquake. The authors98
observed that there existed critical orientations of the examined bridge, which depended99
on the response quantity of interest and the region of the bridge under consideration, in100
which the structural response was larger than the obtained one when the ground motion101
coincided with the principal directions of the bridge.102
The increasing number of cable-stayed bridges that are constructed in seismically103
active regions worldwide establishes the need to understand the seismic behaviour of104
these structures and especially of the pylons, which are responsible for the overall105
structural integrity of the bridge and whose seismic design usually governs their overall106
design in seismic prone regions (Duan 2012; Gimsing and Georgakis 2012). In these107
structures the multi-support excitation is undeniably linked with the seismic response108
and despite the existing studies, the effect of the SVGM is not entirely understood. The109
objective of this paper is to provide for the first time practical conclusions regarding the110
effect of the SVGM on the seismic response of cable-stayed on the basis of different111
engineering parameters such as the length of the bridge, the pylon shape and the112
pylon–cable system configuration, combined with the incidence angle of the earthquake.113
From the dynamic analysis of a large number of cable-stayed bridges with different114
configurations that are subjected to multi-angle and spatially variable ground motions it115
has been observed that the influence of the SVGM on the seismic response of the bridges116
is strongly affected by the shape of the pylons, the pylon–cable system configuration and117
by the incidence angle of the seismic waves. It has been found that the effect of the SVGM118
on the seismic response of cable-stayed bridges depends on the shape, height and section119
dimensions of the pylon, on the cable-system configuration and on the response quantity120
of that is examined. Furthermore, the earthquake incidence angle defines whether the121
SVGM is important to the seismic response of the cable-stayed bridges. Finally, the SVGM122
123
124
also excites vibration modes that do not contribute to the seismic response of the pylons 
when identical support motion is considered.
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(a) H-LCP (b) Y-CCP (c) YD-CCP
(d) Y-LCP (e) YD-LCP (f) A-LCP (g) AD-LCP
Figure 1. Different pylon shapes and cable system arrangements considered in this work,
along with the reference keywords. The part of the notation before the hyphen corresponds to
the shape of the pylon. The letter ‘D’ stands for the lower diamond configuration which has
been considered in the inverted ‘Y’- and ‘A’- shaped pylons. The cable arrangement is
included in the second part of the notation after the hyphen and dictates two lateral cable
planes (LCP) or one central cable plane (CCP).
Numerical Models125
The bridge models of this study are the sequence of previous works from Camara (2011),126
Camara et al. (2014) and Efthymiou and Camara (2015). The overall arrangement of the127
bridges consists of two symmetric reinforced concrete pylons, a composite deck and128
the cable system. The length, LP , of the main span, between the centres of the two129
pylons, takes values of 200, 400 and 600 m, representing short-span, intermediate-span130
and relatively long-span cable-stayed bridges, respectively. Pylons with conventional ‘H’,131
inverted ‘Y’ and ‘A’ shapes have been considered. A diamond configuration has also been132
adopted in the lower part of the pylons of inverted ‘Y’ and ‘A’ shapes, as shown in Fig.133
1 wherein the notation of the pylons is also included and will be followed hereinafter.134
Altogether 21 bridge models have been considered.135
The length of the main span, LP , defines the length of the side spans, LS , as shown136
in Fig. 2, and the number of cables, NT , in each plane; NT = 9, 19 and 29 when LP =137
200, 400 and 600 m, respectively. The height of the pylons above the deck level, H ,138
is also a function of LP ; H = LP/4.8 and it is the same for all pylon shapes. Below139
the deck the height of the pylon is Hi = H/2, resulting in the total height of the pylon140
being Htot = H +Hi = 62.5, 125 and 187.5 m for the LP = 200-, 400- and 600-m141
bridges, respectively. The heights of the different parts of the pylons along with the142
section dimensions of the pylon legs and transverse struts are defined as functions of143
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Figure 2. Parametric definition of the cable-stayed bridge models. (a) Complete bridge 
elevation, (b) complete bridge plan view, (c) sample ‘H’-shaped pylon (the same 
parametrisation rules are applied to the inverted ‘Y’- and ‘A’-shaped pylons), (d) LCP deck, (e) 
CCP deck. All dimensions are in [m].
The cables are arranged in a semi-harp configuration i n t he o rientation p arallel to 
the traffic, w hereas i n t he t ransverse d irection t wo d ifferent c onfigurations ha ve been 
employed; two lateral cable planes (LCP) for all the pylon geometries and one central 
cable plane (CCP) only for the inverted ‘Y’-shaped pylon with and without the lower 
diamond (see Fig. 1). Two different deck sections have been examined with shapes 
associated with the two cable system configurations. In the case of two LCP’s the deck has 
an open section, as opposed to adopting a closed box section when one CCP is selected. 
The width of the deck is 25 m to accommodate four traffic lanes, regardless of the length 
of the bridge. In LCP models the deck has an open composite cross-section formed of 
two longitudinal I-shaped steel girders at the edges and a 25-cm thick concrete slab on 
top. To ensure the overall stability of the deck, transverse I-beams connecting the two 
longitudinal girders are placed at fixed intervals. In C CP bridges the deck is a composite 
box girder formed of a steel U-section closed by a 25-cm thick concrete slab that provides 
the bridge with sufficient torsional rigidity. The composite box section is stiffened with 
transverse steel diaphragms at the same fixed intervals as in the open deck section of the 
bridges with two LCP’s. In the side spans vertical piers are placed at a distance of LIP = 
LS/2.5 from the abutments that constrain the vertical displacement of the deck in order 
to control the longitudinal displacement of the upper part of the pylon where the cable 
system is anchored (see Fig. 2).
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Figure 2 shows that the abutments constrain the displacements of the deck in164
the vertical (z), transverse (y–perpendicular to the traffic flow) and longitudinal (x)165
directions and they also prevent its torsional rotation (θxx), whereas the rotations around166
the transverse (θyy) and the vertical axis (θzz) are released. In the side spans the167
intermediate piers constrain the vertical displacement and the torsional rotation of the168
deck. At the pylons the deck is restrained in the y direction and it is released in all other169
directions, assuming a floating type connection between the deck and the pylon which170
is commonly adopted in the design of cable-stayed bridges in seismic prone regions.171
The SSI is considered by replacing the soil around the foundation of the pylons with172
a system of springs and dashpots with stiffness and damping properties obtained from173
Gazetas (1991). For a harmonic excitation the dynamic impedance of the soil–foundation174
system is defined as the ratio between the force (or moment) and the resulting steady-state175






where Ri(t) = Rz exp (iωt) is a harmonic force (or moment) and Ui(t) is the resulting178
from Ri(t) steady-state displacement (or rotation) along the direction i of the excitation.179
Impedances Si are computed herein for the longitudinal motion in the direction parallel180
to the traffic (Sx, longitudinal swaying), for the transverse motion perpendicular to the181
traffic (Sy , lateral swaying), for the vertical motion (Sz), for the rotational motion of the182
foundation about the longitudinal axis (Srx, rocking) and for the rotational motion along183
the transverse axis (Sry, rocking). For each direction the impedance is:184
S = K + iωC (2)
in which K and C are functions of the circular frequency ω. The real component K of185
the complex Eq. (2) is the dynamic stiffness reflecting the stiffness and inertia of the186
surrounding soil. The imaginary component ωC is the product of the circular frequency187
ω multiplied by a dashpot coefficient C which reflects the material damping and the188
radiation of energy in the soil-foundation system. The dynamic stiffness is estimated as189
the product of the static stiffness, K, times the frequency-dependent dynamic stiffness190
coefficient, k:191











The static stiffness is computed based on the formulas proposed by Gazetas (1991). 
The spring–dashpot systems have constant properties which are calibrated to the mean 
frequency of the accelerograms, fm (Rathje et al. 1998). For the case of the multi-
support excitation the spring–dashpots systems are calibrated to the average of the mean 
frequencies of the accelerograms applied at the four horizontally constrained supports 
(i.e. the abutments and the pylons).
The complete set of bridges have been analysed by means of the direct response history 
analysis, assuming that the constituent materials behave in a linear elastic manner during 
the seismic excitation; an assumption based on the fact that the significance o f cable-










































Figure 3. (a) Complete 3D model of the H-LCP model with LP = 200 m, (b) FE model of the 
LCP deck, (c) FE model of the CCP deck and (d) FE model of the pylon.
time-step in the analysis has been assumed ∆t = 0.01 seconds coinciding with the time-
step of the accelerograms, as will be discussed in the following section. The materials 
(steel and concrete) that have been used in the cable-stayed bridges are described through 
their constitutive models (Eurocode 2; Part 1.1; Eurocode 3; Part 1.1; Eurocode 3; Part 
1.11; Eurocode 8; Part 2). The concrete in the pylons is C40 concrete with Young’s 
modulus Ec = 35 GPa and density ρc = 2500 kg/m3. The structural steel in the deck 
is B500C grade with Es = 210 GPa and ρs = 7850 kg/m3, while for the prestressing 
steel in the cables the Young’s modulus is Ep = 190 GPa. The structural damping is 
defined b y m eans o f t he f requency-dependent R ayleigh’s d istribution. T he maximum 
damping ratio is taken equal to 2% accounting for the low structural dissipation that 
characterises the elastic response of cable-stayed bridges (Kawashima et al. 1993) and 
it is independent of the material (concrete or steel). The range of important frequencies 
for the structural response of the bridges, and consequently the range of modes which 
are assigned a lower damping than 2%, is defined at the lower bound by the fundamental 
frequency (f1) of the bridges. f1 is equal to 0.50, 0.35 and 0.20 Hz for the 200, 400 
and 600-m span bridges, respectively, and it is almost insensitive to the pylon shape 
and to the type of cable system. The upper bound of the important frequency range 
is set as 20 Hz in all cases (Camara 2011). For the definition of the variable damping 
ratio the stiffness-proportional, αR, and mass proportional, βR, factors are equal to 0.12 
and 0.0031, respectively suggesting that the stiffness-proportional part of the variable 
damping is more important the mass-proportional one. Consequently, the damping ratio 
varies between ξmin = 0.6% and ξmax = 2%.
The finite element analysis software Abaqus has been used to model the bridges and to 
conduct the complete sets of dynamic analyses by means of the implicit HHT algorithm 
(Hilber et al. 1977). Figure 3 shows that the decks of the LCP and CCP models are 
discretised with linear interpolation, shear-flexible beam-type elements that pass through 
the centre of gravity of the sections and account for the structural (i.e. reinforced concrete 
slab, longitudinal and transverse steel girders and steel diaphragms) and nonstructural
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(i.e. deck asphalt) masses, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). Lump mass elements located at230
both cable ends represent the anchorage masses which, at the deck end of each cable, also231
include the parapets on the deck. The pylons are also modelled with beam-type elements232
through the centre of gravity of their sections (see Fig. 3(d)). The cables are modelled233
with 3D trusses which use linear interpolation of the axial displacements. A sensitivity234
analysis conducted by Efthymiou and Camara (2015) compared the seismic responses of235
pylons when the discretisation of each cable is done with multiple elements (multiple-236
element-cable-system; MECS) or with single (single-element-cable-system; SECS) truss237
elements. Even though the coupled flexure of the cables and the deck was clear in the238
MECS model, this interaction did not significantly change the first transverse vibration239
period, T1. The sensitivity analysis also showed that the peak transverse response,240
obtained for different main span lengths with the two cable modelling techniques is larger241
in the SECS model than in the MECS model (up to 40% in the models with LP = 400 m242
for which modal couplings were observed to be more significant in the studied bridges).243
The result was found to be in agreement with Caetano et al. (2000) and therefore, SECS244
models have been considered since the results fall on the safe side and the purpose of the245
paper is to compare the responses from the synchronous motion of the supports and from246
the SVGM, where the same assumptions have been made. The geometric nonlinearities247
arising from the large deformations, a characteristic of cable-stayed bridges (Abdel-248
Ghaffar and Nazmy 1991), have been accounted for in the analysis.249
Seismic Action250
When it comes to the consideration of earthquake time-histories the choice between251
natural or artificial accelerograms needs to be carefully made. Ideally, the study of the252


















arrays provided that the distance between supports matches the distance between stations 
in the array and that the site characteristics of both regions are similar (Abdel-Ghaffar and 
Rubin 1983). Another ideal option is to obtain the seismic records from accelerometer 
arrays that are permanently installed on long and multiply-supported structures(Sextos 
et al. 2014).
Natural records represent the actual parameters of the ground motion and they are 
realistically nonstationary both in the time and frequency domains. However, it is not 
always possible to find records that are compatible with the design spectra in different 
directions (particularly from the same event), leading either to the scaling of the actual 
records or to the employment of records that have been recorded in regions with very 
different soil conditions, source-to-site distances or rupture mechanisms compared to 
those dictated by the seismic hazard in the site of the structure under consideration. 
Moreover, scaling of natural records is often required so that their spectral amplitudes 
match those of the target spectrum. On the other hand, there exist analytical models 
in order to generate artificial acceleration t ime-histories which are based on stochastic 
processes and they represent an adequate and widely accepted approach. Several models 
have been developed to represent the nonstationarity, the strong motion window of the
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signal and its frequency content. Artificial accelerograms also allow to represent the271
SVGM in the time and the frequency domains directly.272
This study aims to assess the effect of the SVGM in cable-stayed bridges and not to273
examine the seismic response of a particular structure at a particular site. This limits the274
applicability of natural records, which are strongly influenced by the site in which they275
were recorded and the magnitude of the event, among other seismological aspects. In276
addition, there are not sufficient unscaled natural records that can match the proposed277
design spectra in the range of important vibration periods for the short, intermediate and278
long-span bridges considered in this paper. A more abstract definition of the seismic279
action is needed in order to focus on the effect of the SVGM. For this work artificial sets280
of accelerograms have been generated based on the Eurocode 8; Part 1 elastic response281
spectrum with 2% damping for ground category D. Although cable-stayed bridges are282
usually landmark structures for which a specific analysis of the local seismic hazard is283
conducted, no attempt has been made to relate the proposed design spectrum to any284
particular location in order to keep the implications of the results general. With this285
consideration, the study aims at focusing on the influence of different design parameters286
(e.g. the pylon shape, the pylon–cable system configuration or the length of the bridge)287
on the SVGM response. For the generation of spectrum-compatible acceleration histories288
that can be modulated both in time and frequency and that can account for the loss289
of coherency and time delay of the ground motions due to the SVGM , the iterative290
methodology proposed by Deodatis (1996) has been adopted. Based on preceding work291
from Hao et al. (1989) and Abrahamson (1993), Deodatis (1996) proposed an iterative292
scheme. By initially introducing Sjj(ω) as constant noise for the whole frequency range,293
stationary histories are generated based on Eq. (4) when four supports are considered:294







∆ω cos (ωlt− θjm(ωl, t) + Φml) , j = 1, 2, 3, 4
(4)
where j represents the support of interest and m the total number of supports between295
which the stochastic process is established (i.e the first abutment, where m = 1, the first296
pylon, m = 2, the second pylon, m = 3 and the second abutment, m = 4), ωl = l∆ω297
(with l = 1, 2, . . . , N ) is the discrete frequency, ∆ω = ωu/N is the frequency step, ωu298
is the cut-off frequency beyond which the cross spectral density matrix has practically299
no effect on the simulations, Φml are independent random phase angles uniformly300
distributed over the range [0, 2π). Then the RS obtained at the end of the ith iteration301
from the generated acceleration history at support j, RS(i)j , is compared to the target302
RStargetj (ω) and until acceptable convergence is reached the process is repeated with an303











where: S(i+1)jj is the resulting PSD at station j for the next iteration..305
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Figure 4. (a) Sample set of accelerograms corresponding to the FN earthquake component,
(b) average of the response spectra at the four supports of the bridge. The target spectra are 
also included. LP = 400 m, c =1000 m/s.
To account for the loss of coherency among the ground motions at the different 
supports of the bridges the coherency model of Harichandran and Vanmarcke (1986) has 
been adopted. This model considers incoherent seismic waves in low frequencies that are 
important to the seismic response of cable-stayed bridges and is the most appropriate for 
this work following the findings of Efthymiou and Camara (2017) who examined various 
empirical and semi-empirical coherency models.
Apart from the loss of coherency, this study also accounts for the temporal variability 
of the ground motion by means of the delay between the arrival times of the seismic 
waves at neighbouring supports, which can reach several seconds in long structures such 
as cable-stayed bridges. The reference support is the first abutment (A1) and t hen the 
ground motion propagates parallel to the deck with velocity of propagation c = 1000 
m/s. The delay between the two pylons reaches 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 s in the LP = 200-, 
400-m and 600-m bridges, respectively. Accordingly, the delay between the end supports 
(abutments) reaches 0.36, 0.72 and 1.08 s in the LP = 200-, 400-m and 600-m bridges, 
respectively. The complete generation scheme is detailed in Efthymiou (2019).
The effect of the SVGM on the seismic response of the cable-stayed bridges is 
highlighted by comparing the response quantity of interest from the SVGM to the 
respective quantity from the identical support motion i.e. when considering infinite 
velocity of the seismic waves. This case is referred to as the synchronous motion scenario 
(SYNC), in which the reference action at abutment A1 is applied to the four supports of 
the cable-stayed bridges simultaneously.
Seven sets of spectrum-compatible acceleration histories have been generated parallel 
to the two horizontal components of the seismic action, namely fault-parallel (FP) and 
fault-normal (FN), the latter coinciding with the direction of wave propagation. Artificial 








































A1 P1 P2 A2
Bridge axis
Figure 5. Incidence angle of the seismic waves with respect to the axis of the bridge; (a)
principal components of the earthquake, (b) incidence angle θ of the seismic waves and
corresponding projected earthquake components (black lines) in the case of synchronous
motion of the supports and (c) detailed projection of the principal earthquake components to
the local x and y axes of the bridge (following from (b)), (d) projected earthquakes üg, i, j , with
i = x, y and j = A1, P1, P2, A2 at time instance t from the start of the earthquake and for a
given coherency γ.
hence an intensity ratio between the major and minor earthquake components has been331
adopted to account for the observed differences in the propagation of the waves in the332
directions perpendicular and parallel with respect to the fault. For the generation of the333
accelerograms corresponding to the FP component, the target spectrum is reduced to334
70% to account for the principal components of the earthquake (Lopez et al. 2006).335
The coherency is assumed independent of the direction of propagation, allowing for the336
same loss of coherency model to be used for the generation of signals in the FN and FP337
directions (Hao 1989; Sextos et al. 2003). The resulting accelerograms are considered338
acceptable when the obtained response spectrum of each signal falls within the range339
90%–110% of the target spectrum in the range of important periods of the bridges:340








(Camara 2011). Considering the seven different structural typologies, T1 is 2.0, 2.87 
and 5.09 s on average when LP = 200, 400 and 600 m, respectively. The generated 
accelerogram sets have been baseline-corrected. An indicative set of accelerograms 
generated for the supports of the 400-m main span bridge is presented in Fig. 4(a), where 
the time delay and the loss of coherency between supports can be appreciated. Figure 
4(b) shows a good match between the FN and FP target spectra and those of the resulting 
accelerograms.
Efthymiou and Camara 13




















































Figure 6. Rotation of the bridge to examine the effect of the angle of incidence of the seismic
waves in the range of 0◦ to 180◦ with 30◦ increments.
In order to explore the effect of the angle of incidence of the seismic waves, the bridges349
are rotated in the range of 0◦ to 180◦ with increments of 30◦. Figure 5 shows that the axis350
of the bridge forms an angle θ with the FN component of the earthquake. When θ = 0◦351
the FN component coincides with the bridge axis and when θ = 90◦ the bridge is rotated352
clockwise so that the FP component is aligned with the bridge axis. In the intermediate353
angles of incidence, the accelerograms are projected to the local x (bridge axis) and y354
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The different orientations of the cable-stayed bridges are shown in Fig. 6.
Multi-Angle Response
This section discusses the influence of the orientation of the bridge with respect to the 
earthquake propagation by examining the arithmetic mean (µ) of the peak seismic forces 
in the pylons under different values of θ. The results are presented in Fig. 7 in the form of 
polar plots for the H-LCP model with LP = 400 m. These are created for the mean peak 
seismic axial load (N ), longitudinal shear force (Vx) and transverse shear force (Vy) at 
the base and at the deck level of the pylon. The seismic response strongly depends on the 
value of θ. This is mainly due to the larger spectral acceleration in the direction normal to 
the fault (Sa,FP = 70% Sa,FN). The longitudinal shear force in the pylon (middle column 
in Fig. 7) is maximised when the FN earthquake component is parallel (θ = 0◦ or 180◦) to 
the deck. Accordingly, Vy (right column in Fig. 7) is maximised when the FN component 
is perpendicular (θ = 90◦) to the deck. The axial load, N , is also maximum at θ = 90◦ 
suggesting that the axial response of the pylon is dominated by the transverse flexure 
of the bridge. ‘H’-shaped pylons have two legs that resist the lateral movement which 
induces tension in one leg and compression in the other, explaining why N and Vy 
are maximised in the same orientation of the bridge (Efthymiou 2019). The minimum
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seismic response is usually obtained by rotating the earthquake by 90◦ from the angle in373
which the response is maximum, so that the FP component is aligned with the direction374
of the response under consideration. The ratio between the minimum and the maximum375
responses for different bridge orientations is approximately 0.7, which coincides with the376
ratio between the spectral accelerations of FP and the FN target spectra.377
The SVGM has a more pronounced effect on the longitudinal than on the transverse378
response at the base and the deck level of the pylon, which generally falls within the limits379
of the dispersion of the results obtained from the SYNC motion in the latter direction of380
the seismic response. In the majority of the bridge orientations the SVGM reduces Vx381
compared to the SYNC motion and it increases Vy at the pylon base.382
The difference in the values of N and Vy when θ = 30◦ and θ = 120◦ that is observed383
in the response from the SVGM is due to the time-lag and to the fact that depending on384
the value of θ, the pylon under consideration receives first or second the ground motion.385
For example when θ = 30◦ pylon P2 is the second pylon to be reached by the seismic386
waves, but when θ = 120◦ P2 receives the earthquake first, as detailed in Fig. 6. When387
the ground motion at the two pylons is not identical (i.e. when the SVGM is considered)388
it can lead to differences in the response of the pylon for different values of θ.389
In order to quantify the effect of the SVGM on the seismic behaviour of the bridges,390





where Ri,j with i = SVGM, SYNC is the arithmetic mean (from the seven sets of392
accelerograms) of the peak response quantity under consideration: j = Vx,Vy . When393
ρj > 1, the SVGM is considered important because it increases the seismic response394
compared to the SYNC motion. Figure 8 presents this ratio in polar form obtained from395
the longitudinal and the transverse shear forces at the base of the pylon. This represents a396
critical region in the pylon in terms of the peak longitudinal seismic response and of the397
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Figure 7. Peak seismic response at critical sections of the pylon for different incidence
angles (θ). H-LCP model, LP = 400 m.
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maximum effect of the SVGM in the transverse response. The ratio is presented for the398
H-LCP model with LP = 400 m.399
The results show that the transverse response ratio, ρVy , is larger than the longitudinal400
ratio, ρVx , confirming that the effect of the SVGM at the base is more important in401
the transverse direction. It is observed that Vx is reduced at the base of the pylon (i.e.402
ρVx < 1) when the bridge is subjected to non-uniform motions for all incidence angles403
except for θ = 90◦, where ρVx ' 1. Therefore, it can be stated that the SVGM is not404
detrimental for the seismic response at this region of the pylon from the point of view405
of the longitudinal seismic forces. On the other hand, the base of the pylon is more406
vulnerable in the transverse than the longitudinal direction from the SVGM, with ρVy407
taking values of up to 1.2 when the FN component is parallel to the bridge (θ = 0◦408
and 180◦). It is interesting to note the shape of the polar plots of Fig. 8 compared to409
the respective polar plots for the longitudinal and the transverse seismic shear forces of410
Fig. 7. The maximum effect of the SVGM (i.e. ρVx,max and ρVy ,max) is obtained in the411
direction where the response (i.e. Vx and Vy) is maximised. This finding proves that the412
critical orientations of the bridge when the maximum seismic response in terms of Vx413
or Vy is obtained do not coincide with the orientations for which the effect of the SVGM414
is more significant. However, it is also found that in the case of the intermediate-span415
bridge (LP = 400 m) the principal orientations of the bridge — the ones wherein the FN416
(strong) or the FP (weak) components are aligned with the deck (i.e. θ = 0◦, 90◦ and417
180◦) — are the most important ones for the SYNC and the SVGM responses.418
Influence of the Main Span Length419
The discussion will focus now on the seismic response of the pylons in bridges with420
different spans under the SVGM and the SYNC ground motions when the FN component421
is aligned with the deck: θ = 0◦. Figure 9 presents the longitudinal (top row) and the422
transverse (bottom row) shear forces in the pylon of the H-LCP bridge models withLP =423
200, 400 and 600 m (i.e. Htot = 62.5, 125 and 187.5 m, respectively). The results show424
that the SVGM can reduce or increase the peak SYNC response, depending on the part425































Figure 8. Polar ratio ρ of the (a) longitudinal shear force (Vx) and (b) transverse shear force 
(Vy ) at the base of the pylon for different incidence angles (θ). LP = 400 m. The coloured 
band denotes ρ > 1.0, for which the SVGM increases the seismic response.
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Figure 9 distinguishes three regions of the pylon on which the effect of the SVGM428
is significant; the top part of the pylon which holds the anchorage system, the inclined429
part of the legs between the intermediate and the lower transverse struts, and the region430
below the transverse strut down to the base. In the middle of the inclined legs of the431
pylon in the LP = 200-m bridge the peak seismic Vx is reduced by approximately 20%432
when the SVGM is considered (Fig. 9(a)), but Vy in the same region is increased by 30%.433
Considering the transverse response, the effect of the SVGM varies depending on the434
region of the pylon in which it is examined. Figure 9(b) shows that in the LP = 400-435
m bridge the SVGM reduces Vy by 25% at the level of the bottom anchorage compared436
to the SYNC motion, but increases it by 18% at the base of the pylon, highlighting that437
the effect of the SVGM depends on the region of the pylon and the response quantity of438
interest.439
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Figure 9. Effect of the SVGM for different main span lengths (LP ) on the peak seismic 
response of pylon P2: (a) longitudinal shear force Vx, (b) transverse shear force Vy . H-LCP 
model; θ = 0◦.
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In the longitudinal direction the effect of the SVGM generally reduces the seismic440
response of the pylon compared to the SYNC motion, as shown in Fig. 9(a), regardless441
of LP . The influence of the SVGM is not significant in the transverse response of the442
pylons above the deck level (Fig. 9(b)) because in this part of the pylons the cable system443
hardly restrains their lateral movement. However, the effect of the SVGM in the transverse444
direction can be appreciable at the connection between the deck and the pylon down to445
the base where the increment of Vy is observed. This results from the constraint between446
the deck and the pylon through the rigid transverse connection between them, and also447
from the larger sections of the legs at the base compared to the inclined and top parts of448
the legs (Camara et al. 2014). Due to the lateral restraint of the pylon movement provided449
by the deck, the deck–pylon reaction increases up to 20% in the 600-m span bridge under450
the SVGM, which is responsible for the larger seismic forces that are observed below the451
lower transverse strut of the ‘H’-shaped pylon. The increasing influence of the SVGM is452
noticed in the transverse response of theLP = 200- and 400-m bridges and it is attributed453
to the increased influence of the vibration modes that couple the transverse flexure of the454
pylons and the deck, which are of increasing order as the main span increases (Camara455
and Efthymiou 2016).456
The increase in the height of the pylons that results from the increase in the main457
span length
(
H = LP/4.8) is not directly associated with the effect of the SVGM, as the458
current codes of practice imply by associating the effect with the SVGM to the length459
of the bridge (Eurocode 8; Part 1). Specifically, at the level of the bottom anchorage the460
transverse shear force from the SVGM is increased by 25% compared to the SYNC motion461
in 200-m span bridge, but it is reduced by 25% in the 400-m span bridge and it is similar462
for both SVGM and SYNC in the 600-m span bridge. On the other hand, the effect of the463
SVGM is larger at the base of the longest bridge compared to its intermediate-span and464
shortest counterparts and this is due to the largest sections of the pylons with increasing465
height, making them stiffer and hence, more susceptible to the SVGM.466
Influence of the Pylon Shape467
This section explores how the geometry of the pylons affects their seismic response when468
subjected to non-uniform ground motions. Given that the differences among the pylon469
geometries are mostly relevant in the direction perpendicular to the deck and that the470
SVGM is more pronounced in this direction (Figs. 8 and 9(a)), the transverse magnitude471
of the SVGM (ρVy ) is considered as the basis for the discussion in this section.472
Figure 10 shows the transverse response ratio, ρVy , along the height of the pylons with473
different shapes. The effect of the SVGM on the seismic response varies with the pylon474
shape and with the region of the pylon that is examined. However, the SVGM consistently475
increases the transverse response of the pylons below the deck level down to their base476
regardless of the pylon shape, with ρVy ranging from 1.1 to 1.5 due to the transverse force477
exerted by the deck. The exception is the lower part of the pylon in the Y-LCP model in478
which the SVGM and the SYNC motion result in the same transverse shear force (ρVy '479
1). Interestingly, the minimum value of ρVy is observed for the Y-LCP model, whereas480
the maximum value of ρVy occurs for the YD-LCP model (i.e. inverted ‘Y’-shaped pylon481
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with a lower diamond) in which the lateral legs of the pylons are connected to a single482
vertical pier below the transverse strut. This is attributed to the change in the inclination483
of the individual legs below the deck in the YD-LCP bridge (Fig. 1(d), (e)).484
At the intermediate part of the legs, between the deck level and the anchorage of the485
bottom cable, only the pylons with lower diamonds have increased Vy from the SVGM486
compared to the SYNC motion. These pylons are of inverted ‘Y’ and ‘A’ shapes (i.e.487
YD-CCP, YD-LCP and AD-LCP models) and they have in common the high inclination488
of their intermediate legs, which is reversed below the deck until they are connected to489
the common vertical member at the bottom (Fig. 1(c), (e) and (g)). On the other hand,490
the intermediate part of the Y-CCP, Y-LCP and A-LCP models, whose individual legs491
have constant inclination along their height, is not vulnerable to the SVGM (i.e. ρVx < 1492
between the bottom anchorage and the deck).493
Generally, the pylons with two individual legs throughout their height are better494
candidates to resist the SVGM compared to the ones with lower diamonds. The SVGM495
increases the transverse displacement at the top of the YD-LCP pylon by 45% from496
the SYNC motion, whereas in the Y-LCP model the transverse displacement from the497
SVGM is 5% smaller than that from the SYNC motion. Similarly, in the ‘A’-shaped pylons498
with and without lower diamonds there is an increase of 37% and 6%, respectively in the499
transverse displacement at the top when the pylons oscillate out-of phase compared to the500
SYNC motion. Figure 11 presents the variation in the required longitudinal reinforcement,501
As, from the SVGM compared to the SYNC motion at the base of the different pylons by502
means of the ratio ρAs . The large transverse displacements of the pylons under the SVGM503
are also reflected in the required longitudinal reinforcement at the base of the pylons of504
the YD-LCP and AD-LCP bridges with LP = 400 m, which is increased by 69% and505
46%, respectively from the required reinforcement when SYNC motion of the supports506








































Figure 10. Transverse response ratio ρVy along the height the of pylon. LP = 400 m, θ = 0
◦.
The coloured band denotes ρVy > 1.0, for which the SVGM increases the seismic response.




























































Figure 11. Variations in the required longitudinal reinforcement, As, from the SVGM
compared to the SYNC motion at the base of the seven pylon configurations when LP = 400
m by means of ratio ρAs . The light and dark coloured bands denote slight and large increase
in the reinforcement from the SVGM compared to the SYNC motion, respectively.
the base of the same pylons without lower diamonds where the required reinforcement508
resulting from the SVGM is 6% less and 32% more in the Y-LCP and A-LCP models,509
respectively compared to the SYNC motion. However, in all pylon configurations, with510
the exception of the Y-LCP pylon, the base section is significantly affected by the511
SVGM resulting in greater reinforcement ratios than the SYNC motion. These cannot be512
accommodated by the steel safety factor γs = 1.15, as defined in Eurocode 2; Part 1.1 and513
therefore it is verified that the SVGM needs to be considered in the design of cable-stayed514
bridges particularly with pylons that have lower diamonds.515
Effect of the Cable System516
The peak seismic response of the LP = 400-m bridge with inverted ‘Y’-shaped pylons is517
compared in Fig. 12 for central and lateral cable systems (CCP and LCP, respectively). It518
should be noted that due to the influence of the cable arrangement on the cross-section of519
the deck, the latter is 1.25–1.3% stiffer and 12.5% heavier in the bridge with one CCP and520
400 m main span, in comparison to the homologue LCP structure. Figure 2(d) shows the521
differences between the decks of the CCP and LCP bridge. However, Fig. 10 shows that522












































Figure 12. Peak transverse seismic reaction of the deck to the pylons legs in the Y-CCP and











































Figure 13. Longitudinal response ratio ρVx in the pylon of the Y-CCP and Y-LCP models.
LP = 400 m, θ = 0◦. The coloured band denotes ρVx > 1.0, for which the SVGM increases
the seismic response.
configurations, cannot explain alone the increased effect of the SVGM in the lower part524
of the pylon in the Y-CCP model, where ρVy = 1.17 and 1.0 for the pylons of the Y-CCP525
and Y-LCP models, respectively. On the other hand, the effect of the cable system on Vy526
is minimised at the anchorage area in the pylon, where ρVy is identical between the two527
models. Figure 12 shows that when SYNC motion is considered the Y-CCP bridge with528



















one in the Y-LCP bridge and it is mainly attributed to the 12.5% increment in the weight 
of the deck. This difference is increased to 24% when the pylons move asynchronously 
in the transverse direction under the SVGM.
In the longitudinal direction (ρVx ) in which the SVGM reduces the seismic response 
along the pylons of the Y-CCP and the Y-LCP models when θ = 0◦ (i.e. FN // deck). 
The exception is at the top part of the cable system above the intermediate anchorage in 
the CCP and LCP models, as can be seen in Fig. 13, where the SVGM slightly increases 
Vx compared to the response from the SYNC motion by 10% (ρVx = 1.1), concluding 
that the effect of the cable system in the response from the SVGM is more significant in 
the transverse direction, i.e. ρVy > ρVx . This is explained by the different configuration 
of the cable anchorages along the deck in CCP and LCP bridges. When the bridge has 
a single CCP the cables are perpendicular to the deck and the transverse seismic loads 
coming from the girder are concentrated to the deck-pylon connection. However, in LCP 
bridges the two cable planes are anchored at the edges of the deck and an additional path 
is provided through the inclined cable system to transmit the transverse deck loads to the 
pylons.
Modal Contribution to the Seismic Response













































In this section the effect of the multi-support excitation on the frequency content of the 
pylons’ vibration is explored. In order to examine the participation of different modes to 
the seismic response, the time-histories of the axial load and of the longitudinal and the 
transverse shear forces at the base of the pylons during the earthquakes (removing the 
contribution of the permanent loads) have been studied. Figure 14 compares the response 
time-histories of the axial force at the base of pylon P2 (position S1) from the SVGM 
and from the SYNC motion in the bridges with a central cable system with or without the 
lower diamond configuration (i.e. Y-CCP and YD-CCP).
The difference in the response of different pylons under the SVGM can be explained by 
the changes in the contribution of certain vibration modes. The relatively close spacing 
between consecutive peaks in the response time-history of the axial load from the SVGM 
at the base of the pylon with a lower diamond in Fig. 14(b) indicates that the response is 
dominated by higher-order vibration modes compared to those contributing to the axial 
response of the pylon without a lower diamond. According to previous studies on the 
seismic response of cable-stayed bridges under SYNC motion, the mode that governs the 
axial load in the pylon involves the vertical deformation of the lateral legs, which are 
especially stiff in the lower diamond pylons due to the dimensions of the vertical pier 
below the deck (Camara 2011). However, when the ground motion is asynchronous the 
axial response in the pylons with lower diamonds is dominated by a low-order vibration 
mode, as shown in Fig. 14(b). This is observed for all the records but only in bridges with 
lower diamonds. The effect is further explored in Fig. 15, which presents the frequency 
content of the response time-history included in Fig. 14 for earthquake record #1 by 
means of the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The FFT shows that in the 400-m span YD-
CCP bridge under the SVGM the contribution to the axial response of the fundamental 
mode (f1), which involves the transverse flexure o f t he d eck, i ncreases significantly 
and becomes dominant: f1,N = f1 = 0.35 Hz in Fig. 15(b) (where f1,j represents the 
dominant mode in the response j, with j = N ,Vx,Vy). This mode is responsible for the 
low-frequency oscillation observed in the time-history illustrated in Fig. 14(b). However, 
the frequency content of the axial response of the bridge with inverted ‘Y’-shaped pylons 
without lower diamonds from the SYNC motion and the SVGM is dominated by the higher 
transverse mode #11 of the pylons, as shown in Fig. 15(a). This happens because inverted 
‘Y’-shaped pylons without lower diamonds are very stiff in the transverse direction due 
to the constraint provided by the connection of the two lateral legs above the deck and the 
large inclination of their legs (Camara and Efthymiou 2016). The main difference with 
the YD-CCP model is that the pylons with lower diamonds have certain rotation capacity 
at the connection between the lateral legs and the vertical pier below the deck, which 
helps to accommodate the differential pylon movements in the transverse direction. This 
effect ultimately reduces (by up to 60%) the peak axial load in the pylon of the YD-CCP 
bridge in comparison to that of the Y-CCP bridge when the SVGM is considered.
By exploring the shapes of important vibration modes included in Fig. 15 it is observed 
that the axial response of both bridges under SYNC motion is significantly affected by 
longitudinal and transverse modes in which the movement of the pylons occurs in the 
same direction (longitudinal or transverse). This is the case of Modes #11 and #27 in 
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Figure 14. Response time-history of the seismic axial force (N ) at the base of pylon P2 in










































































Figure 15. Frequency content of the seismic axial load (N ) at the base of pylon P2 in 
models: (a) Y-CCP, (b) YD-CCP. Record #1, θ = 0◦, LP = 400 m.
the SVGM, modes with opposite movement of the pylons, and usually lower frequencies, 
gain importance. This is the case of mode #1 (fundamental vertical mode with opposite 
longitudinal movement of the pylons) in the YD-CCP bridge. This result confirms that 
the SYNC motion excites symmetric modes in symmetric cable-stayed bridges, whereas 
the SVGM also excites antisymmetric modes, which was first pointed out by Zerva Zerva 
(1990) in multi-span beams.
It has been observed here that the axial force in the pylons is affected by the 
longitudinal and the transverse response of the bridge. The discussion will now focus 
on the longitudinal and the transverse shear forces at the base of the pylon in order to 
isolate the response of the bridge in each of the two principal directions. Figure 16 shows 
the evolution of the longitudinal and the transverse shear forces at the base of pylon 
P2 during earthquake #1 in the two CCP models. The response time-history suggests 
that the longitudinal shear force is governed by vibration modes with higher frequencies 
than the transverse response, which is confirmed in the corresponding frequency content 
of the response presented in Fig. 17. It is also observed that the shear forces in both 
directions (and the corresponding bending moments) induced by the SVGM in the pylons 
are dominated by the same frequencies as the ones observed under the SYNC motion:
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Figure 16. Response time-history of (a) the longitudinal (Vx) and (b) the transverse (Vy)
shear forces at the base of pylon P2 in the Y-CCP bridge. Record #1, θ = 0◦, LP = 400 m.
The peak responses are annotated.
Mode #6






















































Figure 17. Frequency content of: (a) longitudinal shear force (Vx), (b) transverse shear force
(Vy). Results at the base of pylon P2 in the Y-CCP model. Record #1, θ = 0◦, LP = 400 m.
















(Fig. 17(a)), and f1,Vy = 1.14 Hz for the transverse one (Fig. 17(b)). Nevertheless, the 
contribution of these frequencies to the total response changes under the SVGM. Figure 
17(b) shows that the asynchronous motion of the pylons reduces the presence of the 
dominant vibration mode in the transverse response of the pylon (f1,Vy ). This figure also 
highlights that the antisymmetric mode #7 (f7 = 0.81 Hz) has a significant contribution 
to the transverse response of the bridge under the SVGM, as opposed to the SYNC motion 
in which it is de-amplified. This i s explained by the opposite movement of the pylons 
in mode #7. On the other hand, the longitudinal shear force at the pylon base is smaller 
under the SVGM because the contribution of the dominant vibration modes #6 (f6 = 0.78 
Hz) and #27 (f27 = 2.72 Hz) is reduced.
Conclusions
This paper has examined the effect of the SVGM on the seismic response of the pylons 
of cable-stayed bridges. Seven different pylon–cable system configurations and three 
main span lengths (LP ) of 200, 400 and 600 m have been considered. The earthquake 
incidence angle with respect to the bridges has been examined, combined with the effect
24
of the SVGM in terms of the incoherence and wave passage effects. The main conclusions625
of this study are summarised in the following:626
1. The effect of the SVGM varies depending on the response quantity of interest and627
the region of the pylons in which it is considered. The SVGM generally reduces628
the longitudinal seismic shear force in the pylon. In the transverse direction, the629
reaction of the deck to the pylons when the latter oscillate asynchronously can630
increase considerably their transverse seismic response.631
2. The longitudinal response of the pylon is maximised when the fault-normal632
earthquake component is aligned with the deck, whereas the transverse response633
maximised if the deck is perpendicular to this component (i.e. fault parallel //634
deck). However, the maximum effect of the SVGM does not coincide with the635
directions of the maximum response. The full assessment of the seismic response636
of a cable-stayed bridge requires several orientations with respect to the earthquake637
propagation and these should include at least the principal orientations (θ = 0◦ and638
90◦), in which one of the two earthquake components is aligned with the deck, or639
the range of orientations from 0◦ to 180◦ for a more complete assessment.640
3. The overall dimensions of the bridge influence the effect of the SVGM on the pylon641
but increasing the span length is not directly associated with larger effect from the642
SVGM. The SVGM typically increases the seismic response in the stiffer regions of643
the pylons which are, in turn, affected by their overall size and by the dimensions644
of their sections. In longer bridges (400 and 600 m spans) the effect of the SVGM645
tends to be more pronounced at the bottom part of the pylon, from the deck down646
to the base. The increasing dimensions of this part of the pylons with increasing647
height, makes it more vulnerable against the pseudo-static forces introduced by the648
differential movement of the supports.649
4. Bridges with a central cable plane tend to maximise the effect of the SVGM at650
the lower part of the pylon in the transverse direction, where the pylon shape also651
plays an important role in the response. Pylons with lower diamonds are more652
affected by the SVGM, mainly because of the large stiffness of the vertical pier653
at their base, and also due to the rotation capacity of the connection between this654
member and the inclined legs of the pylon below the deck, which maximises the655
transverse displacement of the pylon. On the other hand, the individual legs of the656
‘H’-shaped pylons or the bridges with inverted ‘Y’-shaped pylons and central cable657
systems with and without lower diamonds are better candidates to accommodate658
the SVGM above the deck because they are more ‘flexible’ than the inverted ‘Y’-659
shaped pylons with two cable planes and the ‘A’-shaped pylons.660
5. There is a close link between the effect of the asynchronous motion on the seismic661
response and the vibration modes of the structure. Higher-order antisymmetric662
vibration modes are excited by the SVGM and are de-amplified by the SYNC663
motion.664
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